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Resolution of discrete final states in the 16O(e ,e8pp)14C reaction may provide an interesting tool to dis-
criminate between contributions from one- and two-body currents in this reaction. This is based on the
observation that the 01 ground state and first 21 state of 14C are reached predominantly by the removal of a
1S0 pair from 16O in this reaction, whereas other states mostly arise by the removal of a 3P pair. This
theoretical prediction has been supported recently by an analysis of the pair momentum distribution of the
experimental data @1#. In this paper we present results of reaction calculations performed in a direct knockout
framework where final-state interaction and one- and two-body currents are included. The two-nucleon overlap
integrals are obtained from a calculation of the two-proton spectral function of 16O and include both long-range
and short-range correlations. The kinematics chosen in the calculations is relevant for recent experiments at
NIKHEF and Mainz. We find that the knockout of a 3P proton pair is largely due to the ~two-body! D current.
The 1S0 pair knockout, on the other hand, is dominated by contributions from the one-body current and
therefore sensitive to two-body short-range correlations. This opens up good perspectives for the study of these
correlations in the 16O(e ,e8pp) reaction involving the lowest few states in 14C. In particular the longitudinal
structure function f 00 , which might be separated with superparallel kinematics, turns out to be quite sensitive
to the NN potential that is adopted in the calculations. @S0556-2813~98!00904-2#
PACS number~s!: 21.60.2n, 21.10.Jx, 21.30.Fe, 25.30.FjI. INTRODUCTION
Exclusive (e ,e8pp) reactions on nuclei have recently
been added to the rich set of tools exploring the nucleus with
the electromagnetic interaction @1#. It is hoped that this new
tool may contribute to clarification of the nature and influ-
ence of short-range correlations ~SRC! in low-energy nuclear
phenomena. Several early theoretical papers @2,3# established
a link between two-nucleon removal cross sections and the
two-nucleon density matrix @2# or the two-nucleon spectral
function @3# which contain information related to SRC. A
somewhat different perspective on this issue has been ex-
plored in Refs. @4,5#. The anticipated availability of this re-
action generated renewed theoretical interest @6–8# in the
reaction description on the one hand, and in the calculation
of the two-nucleon spectral function on the other. Several
groups have developed a description of two-nucleon emis-
sion processes induced by photons or electrons @8–19#. In-
deed, it appears from these studies that the most promising
reaction to study short-range phenomena involves the
(e ,e8pp) channel, where the effect of meson-exchange cur-
rents and D isobars is less dominant as compared to the
(e ,e8pn) and (g ,NN) processes.
Although the (e ,e8pp) reaction has been calculated for570556-2813/98/57~4!/1691~12!/$15.00light nuclei @20#, these nuclei lack specific final states that
may act as a filter for the study of various reaction processes.
The presence of discrete final states with well-defined angu-
lar momentum makes 16O a more attractive target. After the
initial exploratory experiments at NIKHEF on 12C @21,22#
where it was demonstrated that such difficult experiments are
indeed feasible, further studies have concentrated on 16O at
two major electron accelerators, the AmPS-facility at
NIKHEF-Amsterdam @1# and the MAMI-facility in Mainz
@23#. At both these facilities it has been possible to achieve
sufficient resolution to allow the separation of the cross sec-
tion related to distinct states or groups of final states of 14C.
A further experiment on 16O with improved statistics has
been recently approved in Mainz @24#.
In this work we will employ the reaction description of
Ref. @12#. This description of the (e ,e8pp) excitation pro-
cess includes the contribution of the usual one-body terms as
well as those two-body currents which involve the interme-
diate excitation of the D isobar. The deexcitation of the D
after absorption of the photon or the excitation of the D
before absorption of the photon proceeds by exchange of a
pion with another nucleon. In the present work an improve-
ment of the dynamic aspects of the propagation of the D
isobar is taken into account @25#. A treatment of D propaga-1691 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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present. The treatment of the final state interaction of the
outgoing protons with the remaining nucleus is treated by
neglecting their mutual interaction but including the distort-
ing effect of their interaction with the remaining nucleons in
terms of an optical potential. The latter distortion of the in-
dividual protons is constrained by experimental data ob-
tained from elastic scattering of nucleons off nuclei. The
approximation to neglect the interaction between the two
outgoing protons has been justified in the past by arguing
that the pair of protons will leave the nucleus largely back to
back making this type of final state interaction less impor-
tant. This issue should be further studied in the future since
there is no a priori dominance of the effects of correlations
before or after the absorption of the photon as emphasized in
Ref. @5#. It is, however, possible that angular momentum and
parity restrictions associated with the transition to specific
discrete final states in the remaining nucleus may filter the
importance of this type of final state interaction.
Essentially all published work on the description of the
(e ,e8pp) reaction employs a relatively simple description of
the nuclear structure of the target nucleus. While SRC are
modeled and included at the level of a central correlation
function taken mostly from nuclear matter calculations and
sometimes involving semirealistic interactions, a consistent
treatment of the low-energy shell-model structure together
with attendant inclusion of SRC has not been available so far
in the description of initial state correlations. The critical
information about SRC in the transition to the final A-2 state
is incorporated in the two-body spectral function at the cor-
responding energy. At low missing energy, it represents the
probability density for the removal of a pair of nucleons
~protons in the present work! from the 16O ground state to a
specific discrete final state in 14C. Since this removal ampli-
tude involves nucleons close to the Fermi energy, the accu-
rate description of this process requires a careful treatment of
the influence of low-energy, or long-range, correlations as-
sociated with the soft-surface features of the 16O nucleus.
The latter feature has not been included in Ref. @12#, but is
incorporated in Ref. @26#. It is the purpose of the present
work to combine the reaction description of the two-proton
removal process of Ref. @12# with the many-body calculation
of the two-particle spectral function in 16O of Ref. @26# in
order to calculate cross sections for the triple-coincidence
experiments performed at NIKHEF and Mainz.
The calculation of the two-body spectral function in Ref.
@26# includes the dressing of individual nucleons through
their coupling to low-lying core excitations. In addition, the
reduced presence of these nucleons at low energy associated
with strength removal due to the influence of SRC is incor-
porated @28#. This yields theoretical spectroscopic factors for
low-lying states in 15N which represent the closest agree-
ment with experiment @29# to date. Consistency between the
two aspects of the calculations ~long-range vs short-range! is
ensured by employing the same effective interaction ~G-
matrix! in the calculation of the long-range correlations
which is responsible for the removal of single-particle
strength. Although the appearance of high-momentum nucle-
ons in the ground state is implied by SRC, their presence is
only apparent at high excitation energy in the A-1 system
@30,31#. The corresponding cross section for the removal ofhigh-momentum protons from 16O in the (e ,e8p) reaction
has recently been calculated in Ref. @32#. Although these
cross sections are large enough to be detectable at these high
energies, other competing processes will also be present
making a clear-cut identification of SRC in the (e ,e8p) re-
action difficult.
This elusive consequence of SRC in the (e ,e8p) reaction
does not pertain to the removal of a pair of nucleons leading
to a discrete final state in the A-2 system since few other
competing processes are present. The strongly reduced prob-
ability for a pair of protons to be in close proximity will
unavoidably lead to the presence of high-momentum compo-
nents in their relative momentum wave function. The char-
acter and strength of these high-momentum components de-
pends on certain aspects of short-range phenomena which are
described differently by different nucleon-nucleon (NN) in-
teractions. Sensitivity to the choice of the NN interaction in
describing pairs with high relative momentum in the two-
body spectral function has been established in Ref. @26#. It is
hoped that a realistic treatment of the reaction process com-
bined with a detailed many-body treatment of the spectral
function in conjunction with new experimental data may
contribute to a clear and unambiguous determination of SRC
in nuclei.
The possibility to analyze different final states in the re-
action has already been explored in Ref. @12#. As discussed
above, the separation of some of the low-lying final states
has recently been realized experimentally at the NIKHEF @1#
and Mainz @23# facilities. In the present work we attempt to
identify those transitions that are strongly influenced by SRC
and those where two-body transition currents play a domi-
nant role. This feature makes the 16O nucleus a prime can-
didate for such an analysis, unlike the 4He nucleus which
does not yield any bound states upon the removal of two
protons. In Sec. II of this paper the essential ingredients of
the description of the (e ,e8pp) reaction and the calculation
of the two-particle spectral function are summarized. The
results are discussed in Sec. III, while conclusions are drawn
in Sec. IV.
II. CALCULATION OF THE e ,e8pp CROSS SECTION
A. Reaction mechanism
The triple coincidence cross section for the reaction in-
duced by an electron, with momentum p0 , where two nucle-
ons, with momenta p18 and p28 , are ejected from a nucleus is
given, in the one-photon exchange approximation, by the
contraction between a lepton and a hadron tensor. If the ef-
fect of the nuclear Coulomb field on the incident and the
outgoing electrons is neglected, the Lorentz condition for the
Mo¨ller potential and the continuity equation for the hadronic
current make it possible to separate the longitudinal and
transverse components of the interaction and to write the
cross section as a linear combination of independent struc-
ture functions. For an unpolarized electron, after integration
over the energy of one of the emitted nucleons (E28), the
cross section is expressed in terms of six structure functions
as @9–11#,
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where e2/4p.1/137, p08 is the momentum of the scattered
electron, and a is the angle between the plane of the elec-
trons and the plane containing the momentum transfer q and
p18 . The quantity
e5S 12 2q2qm2 tan2 u2 D
21
~2!
measures the polarization of the virtual photon exchanged by
the electron scattered at an angle u and
eL52
qm
2
q2 e , ~3!
where qm
2 5v22q2, with v5p02p08 and q5p02p08 , is the
four-momentum transfer. The factor
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q
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2
1
e21 , ~4!
is the flux of virtual photons, V f5p18E18p28E28 is the phase-
space factor, and
f rec21512
E28
EB
p28pB
p282
~5!
is the inverse of the recoil factor. The quantity EB is the total
relativistic energy of the residual nucleus with momentum
pB5q2p182p28 .
The structure functions f ll8 represent the response of the
nucleus to the longitudinal (l50) and transverse (l561)
components of the electromagnetic interaction and only de-
pend on v, q , p18 p28 and the angles g1 between q and p18 , g2
between q and p28 , and g12 between p18 and p28 @9#. They
result from suitable combinations of the components of the
hadron tensor @9,11# and are thus given by bilinear combina-
tions of the Fourier transforms of the transition matrix ele-
ments of the nuclear charge-current density operator taken
between initial and final nuclear statesJm~q!5E ^C fuJˆ m~r!uC i&eiqrdr. ~6!
These integrals represent the basic ingredients of the calcu-
lation.
If the residual nucleus is left in a discrete eigenstate of its
Hamiltonian, i.e., for an exclusive process, and under the
assumption of a direct knockout mechanism, the matrix ele-
ments of Eq. ~6! can be written as @9,12#
Jm~q!5E c f*~r1s1 ,r2s2!Jm~r,r1s1 ,r2s2!
3c i~r1s1 ,r2s2!e
iqrdrdr1dr2ds1ds2 . ~7!
Equation ~7! contains three main ingredients: the final-state
wave function c f , the nuclear current Jm, and the two-
nucleon overlap integral c i . The derivation of Eq. ~7! in-
volves bound and scattering states c i and c f which are con-
sistently derived from an energy-dependent non-Hermitian
Feshbach-type Hamiltonian for the considered final state of
the residual nucleus. They are eigenfunctions of this Hamil-
tonian at negative and positive energy eigenvalues, respec-
tively @9,11#. In practice, it is not possible to achieve this
consistency and the treatment of initial and final state corre-
lations proceeds separately with different approximations.
The same theoretical model for the exclusive (e ,e8pp)
reaction as in Ref. @12# is used, but here an improved treat-
ment of the nuclear current and of the two-nucleon overlap
integral has been adopted, as described below. In the final-
state wave function c f each of the outgoing nucleons inter-
acts with the residual nucleus while the mutual interaction
between the two outgoing nucleons is neglected. The scatter-
ing state is thus written as the product of two uncoupled
single-particle distorted wave functions, eigenfunctions of a
complex phenomenological optical potential which contains
a central, a Coulomb, and a spin-orbit term. The effects of an
isospin-dependent term, to account for charge-exchange
final-state interactions, were evaluated for the (e ,e8pp) re-
action in Ref. @13# but negligible contributions were obtained
in all the situations of practical interest. Thus this term is
neglected here.
The nuclear current Jm is the sum of a one-body and a
two-body part. The one-body part contains a Coulomb, a
convective, and a spin term. The two-body component is
derived from the effective Lagrangian of Ref. @33#, perform-
ing a nonrelativistic reduction of the lowest order Feynman
diagrams with one-pion exchange. In this approximation
only processes with D-isobar configurations in the interme-
diate state contribute to the (e ,e8pp) reaction. They produce
a completely transverse current, JD. The operator form of JD
was derived in Ref. @25#. It results from the sum of the con-
tributions due to two types of processes, corresponding to the
excitation and deexcitation part of the current. In the former
case, the D is excited by photon absorption and then deex-
cited by pion exchange. The latter process describes the time
interchange of the two steps, i.e., first excitation of a virtual
D by pion exchange in a NN collision and subsequent deex-
citation by photon absorption. For a pp pair they give @25#
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1
9 g2t3
~2 !~2ik7k3s~1 !!
3qGD~As I,II!
s~2 !k
k21m2 F~qm
2 !1~1$2 !,
~8!
where k is the momentum of the exchanged pion, m is the
pion mass, and the factor g collects various coupling con-
stants, g5 f gND f pNN f pND /m3. The dipole form factor
F~qm
2 !5F12 qm2
~855 MeV!2G
22
~9!
takes into account the electromagnetic form factor of the
isobar, which corresponds to the isovector form factor GM
V
used in the static quark model @34#. The propagator of the
resonance, GD , depends on the invariant energy As of the D,
FIG. 1. Defect functions @see Eq. ~15!# in momentum space
~top!, multiplied by p5up12p2u/2, and coordinate space ~bottom!
calculated for the 1S0 partial wave by solving the Bethe-Goldstone
equation in 16O, by the method of Ref. @38#. Results are plotted for
the Bonn-A, Bonn-C, and Reid Soft Core potential.which is different for parts I and II. For the deexcitation
current As II is approximated by the nucleon mass M and
1
GD5~M D2M !21, ~10!
where M D51232 MeV. For the excitation current we use
@35#
As I5AsNN2M , ~11!
where AsNN is the experimentally measured invariant energy
of the two outgoing nucleons. This gives
TABLE I. Two-proton removal amplitudes from 16O for states
of 14C that are expected to be strongly populated in the
16O(e ,e8pp) reaction. These are based on the dressed RPA calcu-
lations described in Ref. @26#, within a model space of the 0s up to
the 1p0 f shells and with the G-matrix derived from the Bonn-C
potential as an effective interaction. The quantum number r is the
total number of harmonic oscillator quanta of the pair: r52n1l
12N1L ~lower case for relative and upper case for center of mass
motion!. For instance r54 indicates contributions from the sd shell
and r56 from the p f shell. The energies of the listed states are
largely known from experiments: 01
1 represents the ground state of
14C, 21
1 represents the sum of the 21 states at 7.01 and 8.32 MeV
@44#, and the 11 is known @44# at 11.3 MeV. The 22
1 was identified
with a bump around 16 MeV observed in Ref. @1#. The location of
the 02
1 is less clear; the strength may be fragmented over several
final states in the range between 12 and 14 MeV @1#.
n N r 01
1 02
1
1S0 ; L50 0 1 2 20.416 20.374
1 0 2 10.416 10.374
0 0 0 10.057 10.081
1 1 4 20.073 20.040
0 2 4 10.040 10.022
2 0 4 10.040 10.022
1 2 6 10.016 10.010
2 1 6 20.016 20.010
3P1 ; L51 0 0 2 10.507 20.561
0 1 4 10.025 20.006
1 0 4 20.025 10.006
1D2 ; L52 0 0 4 10.016 10.008
n N r 21
1 22
1
1S0 ; L52 0 0 2 10.489 10.256
1 0 4 10.017 10.007
0 1 4 20.011 20.005
3P1 ; L51 0 0 2 20.177 10.338
3P2 ; L51 0 0 2 20.307 10.586
1D2 ; L50 0 0 2 20.489 20.256
0 1 4 10.017 10.007
1 0 4 20.011 20.005
n N r 11
3P0 ; L51 0 0 2 10.444
3P1 ; L51 0 0 2 10.384
3P2 ; L51 0 0 2 20.496
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21
, ~12!
where the decay width of the D, GD has been taken in the
calculations according to the parametrization of Ref. @36#.
The two-nucleon overlap integral c i in ~7! contains the
information on nuclear structure. For a discrete final state of
the 14C nucleus, with angular momentum quantum numbers
JM , the relevant part may be expressed in terms of relative
and center-of-mass ~c.m.! wave functions as
c i~r1s1 ,r2s2!5 (
nlS jNL
cnlS jNL
i fnlS j~r !RNL~R !
3@FlSj ~Vr ,s1 ,s2!Y L~VR!#JM , ~13!
where
r5r12r2 , R5
r11r2
2 ~14!
are the relative and c.m. variables. Note that we follow the
convention to denote lower case for relative and upper case
for c.m. coordinate quantum numbers. In addition, we note
that the oscillator parameter b51.7677 fm for the sp oscil-
lator states has been used. The brackets in ~13! indicate an-
gular momentum coupling of the angular and spin wave
function F of relative motion with the spherical harmonic of
the c.m. coordinate to the total angular momentum quantum
numbers JM . The c.m. radial wave function R is that of a
harmonic oscillator @37#, but the radial wave function f of
relative motion includes a defect function in order to account
for SRC @26#
fnlS j~r !5Rnl~r !1DlS j~r !. ~15!
These defect wave functions were obtained by solving the
Bethe-Goldstone equation in momentum space for 16O @38#.
For the present application these defect functions were Fou-
rier Bessel transformed into coordinate space. This is not an
exact procedure; the solution of the Bethe-Goldstone equa-
tion yields a nonlocal correlation operator which cannot
strictly be represented by a local correlation function DlS j of
the form displayed in Eq. ~15!. However, for the 1S0 wave,
which is decoupled from other partial waves, the approxima-
tion is quite satisfactory. The evaluation of the defect wave
function in this partial wave of relative motion is rather in-
sensitive to the quantum numbers of the two-particle state in
the inertial system of the nucleus, for which it is determined.
For the higher partial waves of the pp wave function the
effect of SRC is relatively small due to the presence of cen-
trifugal terms.
The defect functions for the 1S0 partial wave are dis-
played in Fig. 1 for the Bonn-A, Bonn-C, and Reid Soft Corepotentials both as a function of relative momentum and rela-
tive distance. One of the objectives of the present study is to
investigate to what extent the differences between these de-
fect functions are reflected in the calculated cross sections.
The coefficients c in Eq. ~13! contain contributions from a
shell-model space which includes the 0s up to the 1p0 f
shells. The framework within which this is done is basically
the same as the one adopted in a recent calculation of the
two-proton removal spectral function in momentum space
@26#. The main ingredients of this method are briefly pre-
sented in the next subsection.
B. Structure amplitudes
The guiding principle followed in the calculation of the
structure amplitudes, which was presented earlier in Ref.
@26#, is the attempt of treating long-range and short-range
correlations in a separate but consistent way. The effects of
long-range correlations are determined by performing a
nuclear structure calculation within a shell-model space in-
cluding single-particle states which range from the 0s up to
the 1p0 f shell. Thus the expansion in Eq. ~13! is limited to
configurations within this model space of two major shells
above and two major shells below the Fermi level. The cal-
culated amplitudes, cf. Table I, indicate that the two-nucleon
removal transitions are not very collective, in other words
they are not made up of many components of comparable
magnitude. The only exception may be the ground state to
ground state transition where the strong pairing component
of the interaction may slightly further enhance the transition
strength by coherent contributions from higher shells. Al-
though the treatment of long-range correlations for the sp
strength is not complete, extension of the model space to
include more shells is unlikely to lead to further improve-
ments @27#.
The effects of the strong short-range components of a
realistic NN interaction, which would scatter the interacting
nucleons into much higher shells, are taken into account by
solving the Bethe-Goldstone equation using a Pauli operator
which considers only configurations outside this model
space. The distinction between long-range ~inside the model
space! and short-range correlations ~outside the model space!
is an artificial one. However, it is important to treat those
contributions consistently and to avoid any kind of double
counting. This is an important merit of the present approach.
The solution of this Bethe-Goldstone equation yields the re-
sidual interaction of the nucleons inside the model space as
well as the defect functions employed in Eq. ~15!. The deple-
tion of filled orbits by SRC is also incorporated in the shell-
model space calculation by the energy dependence of the
G-matrix interaction, which yields an energy dependent
Hartree-Fock term in the self-energy @28#. The fragmentation
of one-nucleon removal strength is described by two-
particle–one-hole and two-hole–one-particle terms in the
self-energy S* in Tamm-Dancoff approximation @28,39#,
with which the Dyson equation for the one-body propagator
gab~v!5gab
0 ~v!1(
gd
gag
0 ~v!Sgd* ~v!gdb~v! ~16!
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calculate the one-nucleon removal spectroscopic factors for
the low-energy final states in 15N. The comparison with the
results of one-nucleon knockout experiments is then a firsttest of the quality of this ingredient in the calculation of
two-nucleon removal amplitudes. The latter are contained in
the Lehmann representation of the two-nucleon propagator
G IIGabcd;J
II ~v!5(
n
^C0
Ai~ab˜aa˜!JiCJ
n ,A12&^CJ
n ,A12i~ag
†ad
†!JiC0
A&
v2~EJ
n ,A122E0,A!1ih
2(
m
^C0
Ai~ag
†ad
†!JiCJ
m ,A22&^CJ
m ,A22i~ab˜aa˜!JiC0
A&
v2~E0,A2EJ
m ,A22!2ih
5(
n
Y abJ
n* Y cdJ
n
v2~EJ
n ,A122E0,A!1ih
2(
m
XcdJ
m*XabJ
m
v2~E0,A2EJ
m ,A22!2ih
. ~17!
The symbols ^fliflifl& represent the reduced matrix elements @40–42# of the two-nucleon removal and addition tensor
operators that are constructed by the angular momentum coupling of two one-nucleon addition and removal tensors aa
† and aa˜ ,
where aa˜5(2) ja2maa2a is the time reverse of a; 2a denotes $na ,la , ja ,2ma% and a denotes basis states without the
magnetic quantum number: a5$na ,la , ja%.
The two-nucleon propagator is obtained by solving, within the shell-model space, the Bethe-Salpeter equation @42,43# for
the two-nucleon propagator G II
Gabgd
II ~ t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!5i@gag~ t12t3!gbd~ t22t4!2gad~ t12t4!gbg~ t22t3!#2E
2`
`
dt18dt28dt38dt48 (
mnkl
@gam~ t12t18!
3gbn~ t22t28!#Gmnkl
pp ~ t18 ,t28 ,t38 ,t48!Gklgd
II ~ t38 ,t48 ,t3 ,t4!, ~18!where G denotes the irreducible effective particle-particle in-
teraction, which is here approximated by the G-matrix inter-
action which contains only propagation of particles outside
the chosen model space.
In the calculation of Ref. @28# the spectroscopic factor for
the removal of one nucleon from the p shell of 16O turned
out to be reduced by a factor 0.75 as compared with the
independent-particle shell model. This is still about 10%
larger than the factor 0.65 deduced from experiments @29#.
We decided not to replace the calculated spectroscopic factor
by the experimental ones in the dressed propagators. This
means that the two-nucleon removal amplitudes that we ob-
tain in the RPA with these dressed propagators @26# may be
too large as well. This observation applies mostly to the non-
interacting part of the two-particle spectral function repre-
sented by the first contribution to the two-nucleon propagator
in Eq. ~18!. This term also yields a spurious contribution to
the cross section for the one-body current contributions at
small momenta @26#. The issue of interest here involves the
effect of SRC which appear at higher momenta and the prob-
lem of spuriosity is not important. The overestimate may be
much less severe for the interacting part of the spectral func-
tion @second term in Eq. ~18!# which yields the genuine SRC
contribution to the cross section. In addition, such a factor,
representing this overestimate, will be roughly the same for
all the low-energy amplitudes involving removal of two pro-
tons from the p shell and therefore this uncertainty cancels in
the comparison of relative magnitudes of amplitudes and
cross sections for the low-energy final states in 14C.
The shell-model two-proton removal amplitudes are ex-
panded in terms of relative and c.m. wave functions for the
initial state of the knocked-out pair. Summation over the
contribution of the various configurations yields the coeffi-
cients c in Eq. ~13!:cnlS jNL
i 5(
ab
(
l
~2 !L1l1 j1S~2l11 !
3 jˆSˆ jˆa jˆbH la lb lsa sb S
ja jb J
J ^nlNLlunalanblbl&
3H L l lS J j J XabJi , ~19!
with the notation jˆ5A2 j11 and the nine-j and six-j sym-
bols coming from the angular momentum recouplings in-
volved @26,40#.
The most important amplitudes are listed in Table I. It is
instructive to note that for these low-lying positive parity
states the relative 1S0 wave is combined with a c.m. L50
~for 01! or L52 ~for 21! wave, while the relative 3P waves
occur always combined with a L51 c.m. wave function.
This was the basis of the global analysis of the experimental
cross section in terms of 1S0 and 3P removal contributions
in Ref. @1#. The amplitudes for the 01 states are presented at
some length to illustrate the importance of the pairing inter-
action which mixes the shell-model configurations. Without
this interaction, the lowest state would just correspond to the
removal of two ~dressed! protons from the p1/2 shell and the
excited 01 state to the removal from the p3/2 shell. In that
case the 1S0 removal cross section would be twice as large
for the excited state as for the ground state. Due to the re-
sidual interaction the ground state becomes the strongest for
1S0 removal, not only due to the coherent superposition of
the p shell configurations but also the deep 0s shell and the
higher sd and p f major shells contribute. The contribution
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and completely negligible for the 11 state.
Another point to be mentioned is that the squares of the
amplitudes add up to only about 0.6, as to be expected on the
basis of the products of two one-nucleon removal spectro-
scopic factors (0.75)2.
III. TWO-PROTON KNOCKOUT CROSS SECTIONS
A. Relative magnitude of the contributions from one-body
and two-body currents
Of major interest in the (e ,e8pp) studies is the question
whether one may clearly identify the contributions from one-
body and two-body currents and thereby study them sepa-
rately. The part involving the one-body current is expected to
provide then an opportunity to probe SRC. These SRC, in-
duced by the repulsive NN interaction, with a range of typi-
cally 0.5 fm, will strongly affect the relative 1S0 wave func-
tion, but the short-range repulsion will have only a minor
impact on the higher partial waves. For this reason a first
inspection of the experimental data from NIKHEF has been
made in Ref. @1# to estimate the relative contribution of 1S0
and 3P pair knockout in the cross sections for the lowest
states of 14C. This estimate was based on the comparison of
a simple factorization approximation of the cross section
with the observed distribution of c.m. momenta of the
knocked-out pairs ~see also Ref. @17#!. Here we present the
separate contributions of the 1S0 , 3P j , and 1D2 relative
partial waves to the 16O(e ,e8pp) cross sections for the low-
lying states in 14C. They are displayed in Fig. 2 for a specific
kinematical setting that is included in the aforementioned
NIKHEF data, with E05584 MeV, u526.5°,
v5212 MeV, and q5300 MeV/c . The kinetic energy of
the first outgoing proton T18 is 137 MeV. The missing energy
E2m5v2T182T282TB8 , where T28 and TB8 are the kinetic en-
ergies of the second outgoing proton and of the residual
nucleus, respectively, has been taken in the calculations, for
each transition, from a comparison with the experimental
spectrum of 14C @44# but for the 22
1 state, unidentified in the
experimental spectrum, from the calculation of Ref. @26#.
The angle g1 is 230°, on the opposite side of the outgoing
electron with respect to q. Changing the angle g2 on the
other side the cross section can be explored at different val-
ues of the recoil momentum pB . The relationship between g2
and pB is shown in Fig. 3 for the transition to the ground
state of 14C. Only small differences are obtained for the
other states, owing to the different value of the missing en-
ergy.
In a factorized approach, where final-state interaction is
neglected, pB is opposite to the total momentum of the initial
nucleon pair. Thus in this approach the shape of the recoil
momentum distribution is determined by the c.m. orbital an-
gular momentum L of the knocked-out pair. This feature is
not spoiled by final state interaction, which modifies the pair
momentum. In fact in Fig. 2 the shapes of the angular distri-
butions for different transitions and separate contributions of
different relative states are determined by the corresponding
values of L , indicated in Table I. The shape of the total result
is driven by the component which gives the major contribu-
tion. Due to final-state interaction there is interference ofdifferent partial waves in the total cross section. In some
cases it can be important, but in certain kinematical regions
this is of minor importance, because there either one is much
stronger than the other.
The figures show that the cross section for the 01 ground
state, for the 02
1
, and to a lesser extent also for the 21
1 state
of 14C, receive a major contribution from the 1S0 knockout,
FIG. 2. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of the angle g2 for the transitions to the low-lying
states in 14C: 01
1 (E2m522.33 MeV), 021 (E2m532.08 MeV), 211
(E2m530 MeV), 221 (E2m535.47 MeV), 11 (E2m533.64 MeV).
E05584 MeV, v5212 MeV, q5300 MeV/c , T185137 MeV, and
g15230°. The defect functions for the Bonn-A potential and the
optical potential of Ref. @46# are used. Separate contributions of
different relative partial waves are drawn. The contribution of the
1D2 partial wave is very small for the 01 states and omitted from
the figure. The solid lines give the total cross sections resulting
from the contributions of all the relative states.
FIG. 3. The recoil momentum pB as a function of g2 in the same
kinematics as in Fig. 2.
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waves contribute, and 22
1
, where the 3P waves are more
prominent. This feature is in agreement with the experimen-
tal findings of Ref. @1#. The defect functions used in the
calculations of Fig. 2 were those of the Bonn-A potential
@26#. The results for the Reid Soft Core potential have a
similar qualitatitive behavior for this case and therefore are
not presented here. Calculations with the Bonn-C potential
have not been performed, but from the shape of the defect
functions shown in Fig. 1 we do not expect any significant
difference with respect to the results obtained with the
Bonn-A potential.
As already mentioned, one may hope that the one-body
current and thus correlations yield the dominant contribution
to the cross section in some kinematical regions when the
knocked-out pair is in a 1S0 state. The knockout of 3P and
higher partial waves will proceed mainly through the two-
body D current. To illustrate to what extent our calculations
support these expectations, we have plotted in Figs. 4 and 5
the separate contributions from the one-body and two-body
current to the same total cross section as in Fig. 2. For the 01
states the contribution of the one-body current is much larger
than that of the two-body current and the angular dependence
has the s-wave shape typical of the 1S0 contribution for
these states. The results with the Reid defect functions have
a similar shape but are a factor of 2 smaller. In fact the range
of relative momenta p rel5up12p2u/2 probed in this region is
'1.5 fm21, where the ratio of the Bonn-A and Reid 1S0
defect functions is '1.4, which gives a factor of 2 in the
cross section. For larger values of the recoil momentum the s
wave becomes smaller, while the p wave becomes relatively
more important. In the range of angles between 100° and
140°, where the recoil momentum is small, one may there-
fore probe correlations in the relative 1S0 wave function.
FIG. 4. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of g2 for the transitions to the 01
1
, 02
1
, and 11
states in 14C in the same kinematics as in Fig. 2. Defect functions
and optical potential as in Fig. 2. Separate contributions of the
one-body and of the two-body D current are shown. The solid lines
are the same as in Fig. 2.In sharp contrast to the 01 states is the situation for the
11 state. It is only reached by the knockout of 3P pairs and,
as expected, the two-body current gives here by far the domi-
nant contribution to the cross section. It will therefore be
interesting to identify this cross section for the 11, which is
known to be at 11.3 MeV excitation energy.
For the 21
1 state we find that the one-body current gives a
larger contribution than the two-body current, as opposed to
the situation for the 22
1 state. This may be traced back to the
large contribution of the 1S0 partial wave for the 21
1
, as was
shown in Fig. 2. For the 22
1 especially 3P2 dominates. How-
ever, the predicted dominance of the one-body contribution
to the 21
1 cross section depends on the defect functions used.
This is shown by the comparison between the results ob-
tained with defect functions from the Bonn-A and from the
Reid potential in Fig. 5. With the Reid defect functions the
one-body current contribution is almost a factor of 2 smaller
than for the Bonn-A defect functions. This is not a general
statement, but it turns out to be the case for the present
kinematics. The cross section calculated with the two-body
current is, as expected, only slightly affected by the choice of
the defect functions. With the Reid defect functions the am-
plitudes from one- and two-body currents become of about
the same size for the 21
1 state and the shape of the total cross
section is determined by the interference of the two contri-
butions. A similar result is obtained with the Bonn-A defect
functions for the 22
1 state.
Next, we show explicitly how the amplitudes for knock-
out from 1S0 and higher partial waves are influenced by the
D current. This is plotted in Fig. 6 for the 01
1 and 21
1 states.
The figures illustrate that indeed the 1S0 knockout amplitude
is relatively little affected by the inclusion of the D current,
FIG. 5. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of g2 for the transitions to the 21
1 and 22
1 states
in 14C in the same kinematics as in Fig. 2. Separate contributions of
the one-body and of the two-body D current are shown for the
defect functions calculated with the Bonn-A and Reid potentials.
The solid lines give the total cross sections resulting from the sum
of the one-body and of the two-body D current. Line convention
and optical potential as in Fig. 4.
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of 3P and 1D waves. This is a general result that has been
obtained also in other kinematical situations. It can be under-
stood if we consider the different role of the excitation and
deexcitation part of the D current. The excitation current,
which has the energy-dependent D propagator of Eq. ~12!,
gives for energy transfer above 150 MeV the dominant con-
tribution of the D current on 3P and 1D waves. The contri-
bution of the excitation current is strongly reduced on a
1S0pp pair, where the generally dominant magnetic dipole
NN$ND transition is suppressed because of total angular
momentum and parity conservation @45#, and becomes in our
calculation about the same size or even smaller than that of
the deexcitation current, which is generally small. This re-
duction of the contribution of the D current involving the
removal of 1S0 pp pairs relative to other states of relative
motion was also observed in Ref. @20# for the 3He(e ,e8pp)
reaction. Thus the contribution of the D current, while not
zero, is generally small on a 1S0 pp pair, whereas it is
dominant on 3P and 1D pp pairs. The contribution of the
1D waves to the total cross section is generally very small.
So the proper place to study the two-body D current in the
(e ,e8pp) reaction is where the 3P knockout dominates, as in
the 11 and 22
1 states, while SRC should be studied in the
lowest states, where the 1S0 knockout dominates. Whether
indeed one of these is dominant can be verified by inspection
of the pair momentum distribution, as was illustrated in Ref.
@1#.
B. Dependence on the NN potential and on the probed range
of momenta
In the discussion of Fig. 5 it was already indicated that
especially the cross sections due to correlations and the one-
body current are sensitive to the defect functions and thereby
to the NN potential from which these were derived. For the
range of relative momenta probed in the cross sections of
Figs. 2–6, the 1S0 defect function of the Bonn-A potential is
larger than that of Reid. In different kinematical situations it
may be just the opposite. This appears to be the case for
instance in the kinematics of Ref. @12#. In Fig. 7 it is shown
that with that kinematics the contribution of the one-body
current to the cross section for 01
1 and 21
1 is for most angles
larger for Reid than for Bonn-A. The range of relative mo-
menta probed here is on the average higher than in Figs. 2–6.
FIG. 6. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of g2 for the transitions to the 01
1 and 21
1 states
in 14C in the same kinematics and with the same line convention as
in Fig. 2. Defect functions and optical potential as in Fig. 2. The
thin, mostly lower lines are calculated with the one-body current
only.Around g'65° the 011 cross section is probed with
p rel'2.1 fm21. For the 21
1 state the maximum around
g'90° corresponds to p rel'2.2 fm21.
For really high relative momenta, above p rel'3 fm21, the
contribution of the one-body current to the cross section will
become systematically about a factor of 2 larger for Reid
than for the Bonn potentials. This is clear from the momen-
tum dependence of the 1S0 defect wave functions that were
shown in Fig. 1. These might be probed in future experi-
ments at TJNAF. Another possibility to discriminate be-
tween these potentials could be provided by the separation of
structure functions. We discuss an example of this in the next
subsection.
C. Separation of the structure functions f00 and f11 in
superparallel kinematics
The experimental separation of structure functions ap-
pears in general extremely complicated. The so-called super-
parallel kinematics, where the knocked-out protons are de-
tected parallel and antiparallel to the transferred momentum
q, is favored by the fact that only two structure functions, f 00
and f 11 , contribute to the cross section, as in the inclusive
electron scattering, and, as in that case, they can in principle
be separated by a Rosenbluth plot @9#. This kinematical set-
ting has been realized in a recent experiment at Mainz @23#.
In this experiment, with an energy resolution of less than 1
MeV, different final states can be separated in the excitation-
energy spectrum of the residual nucleus, in particular the 21
states at 7.01 and 8.32 MeV. To compare the experimental
results with our calculations, however, these two states
should be considered as one state, the 21
1
, which is split up
by the coupling to excitations of the 16O core, that are very
complicated and not included in our description.
In Fig. 8 we display the cross sections for the 01
1 ground
state and the 21
1 and 11 states in the superparallel kinematics
FIG. 7. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of g2 for the transitions to the 01
1 and 21
1 states
in 14C, now in the same kinematics as in Ref. @12#: E05475 MeV,
v5212 MeV, q5268 MeV/c , T18568 MeV, and g1579.2°. Line
convention as in Fig. 4.
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E05855 MeV, u518°, v5215 MeV, and
q5315.89 MeV/c . The kinetic energy of the outgoing pro-
tons is changed in the calculations in order to explore differ-
ent values of pB . The figures show the decomposition into
the different partial waves of the knocked-out pair. The re-
coil momentum distributions are similar to those shown in
Fig. 2. The shapes of the different relative waves are deter-
mined by the corresponding value of L . The 01
1 state is
dominated for low values of pB , up to about 150 MeV/c , by
1S0 knockout. At higher recoil momenta the contributions of
1S0 and 3P1 knockout become of the same order. We ob-
serve in this region that the total cross section may be lower
than that given by the two separate contributions of 1S0 and
3P1 states, owing to the negative interference of the two
contributions. The 21
1 state is dominated over the whole
range of recoil momenta by 1S0 knockout, whose contribu-
tion is about a factor of 4 larger than that of the other relative
states. So in this kinematics the 21
1 seems to offer the best
opportunity to study correlation effects.
We do not display a decomposition into contributions
from the one-body and two-body currents here, because the
results are conceptually similar to those given in Figs. 4 and
5 and indicate the dominance of the one-body current for the
01 and the 21
1 states and of the D current for the 11 state.
Moreover, the figures look quite similar to the ones shown
here, i.e., the contribution of the one-body current is practi-
cally the same as that of the 1S0 removal while higher partial
waves come almost exclusively from the two-body current.
This is illustrated explicitly for the 21
1 state in the last frame
of Fig. 8.
FIG. 8. The differential cross section of the 16O(e ,e8pp) reac-
tion as a function of the recoil momentum pB for the transitions to
the 01
1
, 21
1
, and 11 states in 14C in a superparallel kinematics
~g150°, g25180°! with E05855 MeV, v5215 MeV, and
q5315.89 MeV/c . The recoil-momentum distribution is obtained
changing the kinetic energies of the outgoing protons. Line conven-
tion, optical potential, and defect functions as in Fig. 6. Positive
~negative! values of pB refer to situations where pB is parallel ~an-
tiparallel! to q.Essentially the same results as those shown in Fig. 8, for
the Bonn-A defect functions, are obtained with those of the
Reid potential. In the latter case the one-body part is about
20% smaller, but otherwise the distributions are quite similar
to those of Fig. 8.
A large difference between the results with the defect
functions of Bonn-A and Reid potentials appears when a
splitting into contributing structure functions f 00 and f 11 is
made. These results are plotted in Fig. 9. The transverse
structure function f 11 appears to be insensitive to the choice
of the defect functions. On the contrary the longitudinal
structure function f 00 , which is entirely due to the one-body
current and thus to short-range correlations, is much more
sensitive to this choice. This different sensitivity in the con-
sidered kinematics is partly due to the effect of the D current,
which contributes only to f 11 and is only slightly affected by
the defect functions, and partly to the different symmetry
behavior of the Coulomb and spin terms of the one-body
current. In Fig. 9 f 00 calculated with the Bonn-A defect func-
tions is typically four times larger than calculated with the
Reid defect functions. However, the experimental separation
of the structure functions may be difficult, since f 11 is almost
an order of magnitude larger than f 00 for the 011 ground
state. Also for the 11, not shown in the figure, the f 11 struc-
ture function is found to be roughly five times f 00 with the
Bonn-A defect functions and about twenty times f 00 with the
Reid defect functions. Somewhat more favorable is the situ-
ation for the 21
1 state, since here f 11 is only three times larger
than f 00 at pB'150 MeV/c , if the prediction with the
Bonn-A defect functions turns out to be correct. So this state
may offer the best opportunity to determine the longitudinal
structure function f 00 experimentally.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This work represents a combination of state of the art
reaction description of the (e ,e8pp) reaction together with a
FIG. 9. The structure functions f 00 and f 11 of the 16O(e ,e8pp)
reaction as a function of pB for the transitions to the 01
1 and 21
1
states in 14C in the superparallel kinematics of Fig. 8. Optical po-
tential as in Fig. 8. The solid and dashed lines are calculated with
the defect functions of the Bonn-A and Reid potentials, respec-
tively.
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tion to produce results for cross sections measured at
NIKHEF and Mainz for the 16O target. The description of
the reaction includes both one- and two-body contributions
to the electromagnetic current. The treatment of final state
interactions of the detected protons incorporates distortions
~through an optical potential! for the individual particles but
not their mutual interaction. Although the latter is expected
to be unimportant for the cases of interest, this issue should
be further studied in the future. The description of the two-
body current involves a proper treatment of the dynamics of
the intermediate excitation of the D isobar before or after the
absorption of the virtual photon. The two-nucleon spectral
function ~or two-nucleon overlap function! has been obtained
from a two-step procedure. The calculation of long-range
correlations is performed in a shell-model space large
enough to incorporate the corresponding collective features
which influence the pair removal amplitude. The single-
particle propagators used for this dressed random phase ap-
proximation ~RPA! description of the two-particle propaga-
tor also include the effect of both long- and short-range
correlations. In the second step that part of the pair removal
amplitudes which describes the relative motion of the pair is
supplemented by defect functions obtained from the same
G-matrix which is also used as the effective interaction in the
RPA calculation.
An important conclusion in this work concerns the pre-
dicted selectivity of the (e ,e8pp) reaction involving discrete
final states. Whereas the lowest 01 and 21 in 14C are pre-
dominantly reached by the removal of a 1S0 pair other states
at higher excitation energy mostly involve 3P removal. The
latter pair removal proceeds primarily via intermediate exci-
tation of the D isobar whereas the former is dominated by theone-body current mechanism. This feature is responsible for
the calculated sensitivity in the cross sections to the treat-
ment of short-range correlations where 1S0 removal domi-
nates. Short-range correlations induced by the Bonn or Reid
potential may each yield larger cross sections than the other
in certain kinematical domains. As a result, one may be able
to study short-range correlations in this reaction successfully
provided a sufficiently large set of kinematical conditions is
explored including those available at TJNAF. The most
promising extraction of the effect of short-range correlations
shows up in the longitudinal structure function which may be
studied in the so-called superparallel kinematics. Our study
demonstrates that an intelligent choice of kinematics in ex-
clusive (e ,e8pp) experiments should allow the separation of
the effects due to isobar currents and SRC for two nucleons
with isospin T51. This success gives rise to the hope that a
similar separation between two-body currents and SRC
might also be possible in (e ,e8pn) reactions. In this case one
has to consider the competition between meson-exchange
currents and SRC. The emission of a pn pair, however,
probes the SRC for T50 which are even stronger due to the
presence of the tensor force.
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